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Abstract
Model updating techniques are commonly used to improve simulation accuracy. Experimental data of component testing
under laboratory conditions are normally used to improve analytical predictions of that component under operational
conditions. In this study, we have applied these techniques to the dynamics of turbomachinery components. Dynamics of
turbomachinery rotor components are normally analysed assuming perfect cyclic symmetry of the basis sector (one
blade and its corresponding part of the disc) and this sector is mechanically the same in every angular position.
However, the manufacturing process introduces small differences among sectors (mistuning) and changes the global
dynamic behaviour. There are several analytical approaches in the literature to model these differences with reduced
order models of the whole rotor that include the frequency differences among sectors, which can be obtained experi-
mentally in a component test. Several approaches in the literature use experimental results from a test with a particular
set-up in order to obtain the inputs for the models. The approach proposed in this article is just to perform a standard
modal test that generates the input for model updating and to extract from the updated model the required input for
representing the mistuning phenomena in turbomachinery rotor components.
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Introduction

Aeroengine industry is demanding lighter turbomachin-
ery to increase efficiency and save cost. This tendency
implies thinner blade designs and its dynamic behaviour
is becoming a key aspect in terms of high-cycle fatigue
(HCF) and its relevance in design feasibility, especially
in rotor parts where static contribution of the centrifu-
gal load reduces the alternating stress margin.

In addition, there are some rotor designs (more com-
mon in the compressor side of the aeroengine) where
the blades are manufactured in the same part of the
disc. This component, which is known in the literature
as integrated bladed rotor (IBR) or blisk, is more sensi-
ble to the mistuning.1 This effect caused by the small
differences among sectors (mainly due to

manufacturing) makes the more responding sector
behave significantly worse than an ideal component
with all the sectors identical (which is the assumption
of the cyclic symmetry analysis normally used in turbo-
machinery analysis).2

A correct simulation of the mistuning phenomena is
key in the current designs of these rotor components.
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There are several approaches in the literature3 to model
these differences with reduced order models (ROMs) of
the whole rotor, where differences in mass or stiffness
are introduced to represent the frequency differences
among sectors (as the methods proposed by Petrov
et al.4 and Feiner and Griffin5). The differences among
sectors are characterized as differences in frequencies of
the isolated sector, which are normally obtained experi-
mentally in a ping test. This kind of test is not straight-
forward for an IBR/blisk, and the literature reflects
different options.6–9

Although model updating techniques have been
applied to represent the global behaviour of rotor sys-
tems,10,11 this article takes a step forward and applies
these techniques to represent the mistuning phenomena
in rotor components. The idea is to perform a standard
modal test that characterizes dynamically the whole
structure. The experimental results will be used to iden-
tify the global mode shapes and these mode shapes are
used for updating a finite element model (FEM), which
initially assumes perfect cyclic symmetry. Afterwards,
the updating model will be used to calculate the individ-
ual frequencies that other approaches intend to extract
directly from a more complex test (adding damping
material6 or masses7,8 to the non-tested blades). Finally,
these individual frequencies can be used as inputs to
any of the ROMs available in the literature.3

This procedure (see Figure 1) has been applied to a
dummy structure of six sectors:

� The experimental test has been performed in ITP
Aero facilities.

� The numerical work has been done in UPV/
EHU. The commercial software used in the sec-
ond part are as follows:

8 LMS Test.Lab for the experimental modal
analysis (EMA);

8 ANSYS for generating the FEM;

8 FEMtools for the model updating.

Experimental data

A dynamic test characterization has been performed on
a dummy structure of six sectors. These sectors are alu-
minium plates (which represent the blades of the com-
ponent) clamped by a steel core (which represents the
disc of the component).

Test set-up

The structure lies on foam to represent the free condi-
tion. The excitation system is a set of six piezoelectric
shakers (one on each blade), so the blades can be
excited independently. Several positions for the shakers
have been proved (Figure 2).

The measurement system is a scanning head, which
allows obtaining multiple point responses for the same
excitation case. The laser measured from the top (measure-
ment direction perpendicular to the blades) and Figure 3
shows the mesh of points measured for each case.

The final set-up was defined with shakers around the
mid-span of the blades and on the opposite side of the
laser in order to have a laser measurement on the same
point of excitation (point is marked on Figure 3).

Test equipment

The test has been performed in the range of 0–600Hz.
Excitation force was transmitted by means of

Figure 1. Scheme of the model updating procedure.

Figure 2. Dummy structure on foam with the piezoelectric
shakers on the base of the blades.
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piezoelectric diaphragms (muRata 7BB-10-3), one
glued at the same location in every plate. Only one at a
time was excited during every test.

These diaphragms were powered in every test with a
signal of ‘Periodic Chirp’ type at a level of 100mV. The
generator used for this was the one available with the
Polytec Scanning Vibrometer Station PSV-400 (type NI
671x) (Figure 4).

The responses were also measured using the Polytec
Scanning Vibrometer Station PSV-400 (Scanning Head
PSV-I-400 and its controller OFV-5000).

The data acquisition and post-processing were car-
ried out by the Polytec Data Management System PSV-
W-401 and its software (Table 1). The response (laser
velocity) is measured on a grid of points, and the sys-
tem acquires also the waveform generator signal as a
reference for building the forced response functions
(FRFs). The acquisition board on the Polytec system is
National Instruments PCI-4462.

Test execution and results

The test cases have been run using only one shaker at
each time (only one blade excited but measuring all the
blades in the whole mesh of points). Six different cases
have been run (one per blade).

Regarding the quality of the measurements (Figure 5):

� The first family of modes (1-flap of the blades,
around 30Hz) has noisy readings around its fre-
quency and no modes were identified by the
EMA (therefore it has been discarded for the
objective of this article);

� The second family of modes (2-flap of the blades,
around 185Hz) has been quite clear and consid-
ered as the main target of this study;

� The third family of modes (1-torsion of the
blades, around 260Hz) has been clear, but finally
discarded as the mesh density of the measure-
ment point was not enough for capturing torsion
modes adequately;

� The fourth family of modes (3-flap of the blades,
around 475Hz and the last in the test range) has

Figure 3. Dummy structure and measurement points used in
the test (shakers on the bottom side).

Table 1. Acquisition and post-processing parameters.

Averaging Acquisition mode FFT
Averaging Complex
Averaging count 3

Range of frequency Bandwidth 781.25 Hz
Bandwidth from 122.070313 mHz
Bandwidth to 600 Hz

Sampling FFT lines 6400
Overlap 0%
Sampling frequency 2 kHz
Sampling time 8.192 s
Resolution 122.070313 mHz

Windowing Rectangle
Measurement range VD-08 1 mm/s/V

FFT: fast Fourier transform.

Figure 4. Scheme of the test equipment (excitation and measurement).
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also been clear and considered as the second tar-
get of this article.

Modal identification

FRFs of the six test cases acquired by the scanning
head and the coordinates of the measured points have
been exported to Universal File Format (UFF).

The modal analysis module of LMS Test.Lab soft-
ware has been used for the EMA performed in this arti-
cle. The analyses have been focused on the two families
of modes with more clear results:

� 2-flap modes, in the range of 170–200Hz;
� 3-flap modes, in the range of 450–500Hz.

Initial EMA performed, which only considered one
of the test cases (measurement results with only exciting
one blade), did not identify all the modes in the family.

As the structure has six sectors, each of the families
contains six different global modes, but exciting only
one blade, all the modes are not properly excited.

For a correct modal identification, the measurements
of the six test cases have to be considered (as all the test
case measurements have been performed using the same
mesh, all the measurements can be used together in the
EMA).

Considering all the measurements, those six modes
of each of the two families of interest have been clearly
identified (see Figures 6 and 7).

Results of the identified modes (see summary of fre-
quencies and damping in Table 2) were also exported to
universal files (UFF).

Model update

The experimental modes identified for both families will
be used for generating an updated model. The main

Figure 5. FRF sum response and selection of the mode shapes to study.

Figure 6. Modal identification for the second flap family (2-flap).
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source of difference among sectors was expected to be
the joint between the plates (blades) and the core (disc).
As the stiffness of this feature is represented only with
the Young modulus E and can affect differently each of
the family modes, the model updating was performed
family by family (one updating analysis per family). The
model updating was done with the FEMtools software,
and the following sections described the steps followed.

Initial FEM and correlation

An FEM was built in the ANSYS software to repre-
sent the whole structure. A basic sector was meshed,
and this mesh was replicated another five times to
complete the structure and ensure that the six
sectors were identical in order to have cyclic symme-
try not only in the geometry but also in the
mesh (and avoid any mathematical mistuning due to
uneven mesh).

The mesh characteristics are as follows:

� Second-order tetrahedrons;
� Only one mesh body with different domains

(merged nodes in the domain boundaries);
� 4722 elements per sector (28,332 elements in the

whole structure);
� Two elements in thickness at the joint area.

The mesh was exported from ANSYS to a file for-
mat that was readable by FEMtools. Also the mesh of
the experimental measurement points (which was previ-
ously exported to an UFF universal file) was imported
in FEMtools. A correlation between FEM nodes and
experimental points was made with a good match (see
Figure 8).

Figure 7. Modal identification for the third flap family (3-flap).

Table 2. Frequencies and damping of the experimental modes
identified for the two families.

#Mode Freq. EXP (Hz) Damping (%)

2-flap family 1 182.37 0.49
2 185.27 0.50
3 186.25 0.52
4 186.32 0.71
5 189.24 0.78
6 189.44 0.59

3-flap family 1 471.99 0.24
2 472.25 0.86
3 474.06 0.14
4 478.23 0.25
5 483.58 0.26
6 485.12 0.22

Figure 8. Correlation between experimental points and FEM
nodes.
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A modal analysis was run with FEMtools under free
condition (the same as the tested one). Modal assurance
criterion (MAC) has been used for the comparison of
the analytical results with the experimental ones:

� Frequencies in Table 3 show a general difference
between the analysis and experiment, as the geo-
metry was not exactly reproduced in the FEM
(some geometry simplification). However, this
effect can easily be solved by a change of global
E or density and has no influence on the effect
of the difference among sectors.

� 2-flap family seems to have two of the six modes
with a reasonable match (see Figure 9), but the
relative frequency differences are high (see Table
3). The other four modes show both bad mode
shape and frequency match.

� 3-flap family shows the six modes with a bad
match, for both frequencies (see Table 3) and
mode shapes (see Figure 9).

Updating parameters

A total of 13 sections have been defined for the struc-
ture (as shown in Figure 10):

� Core of the structure (disc section);
� Main part of the plate (blade section, one per

sector);
� A reduced part of the plate (root) to represent

the stiffness of the joint (joint section, one per
sector).

The main doubts were related with the stiffness
(especially in the joint between blades and the disc). As
the main target of model updating is obtaining the indi-
vidual frequencies, the effect on the frequency of this
joint has been represented just by changing the Young

modulus E of the joint domain (the domain size has
been defined large enough to cover the influence area).

Table 3. Frequency differences and MAC results for the initial
FEM with cyclic symmetry.

Freq. FE (Hz) Freq. EXP (Hz) Diff. (%) MAC

2-flap
family

192.99 185.26 4.17 0.885
192.99 186.31 3.59 0.425
192.99 186.24 3.63 0.537
193.81 182.37 6.28 0.084
195.75 189.22 3.35 0.899
195.75 189.43 3.33 0.313

3-flap
family

541.39 472.23 14.65 0.376
541.39 478.22 13.21 0.352
541.40 471.99 14.71 0.269
542.21 483.58 12.12 0.127
543.32 474.06 14.61 0.355
543.32 485.03 12.00 0.377

MAC: modal assurance criterion; FEM: finite element model.

Figure 9. Correlation between EMA and initial FEM (top:
2-flap family; bottom: 3-flap family).

Figure 10. Sections defined for the updating parameters.
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So the parameters selected for changes during the
updating were the Young moduli E of the different
sections.

As the stiffness effect of the joint is only represented
by a global parameter of the domain around the joint,
this parameter can exhibit a different behaviour
depending on the family mode and it is not possible to
obtain a global model update valid for all the modes.
Therefore, the two families of interest have been con-
sidered in two different model updating analyses,
obtaining different updated models.

After several initial trials, the preliminary updating
results showed that the joints were the only sections
that have significant influence on the difference between
the analysis and experiment. Based on that, the para-
meters selected for the model updating included in this
article are the E values of the six joint domains of the
structure (the disc and blade sections have not been
considered).

The target of the updating analyses has been both
the frequencies and the MAC values (12 responses for
each family of six modes). The convergence criterion
for resonance is defined as the weighted absolute rela-
tive difference between paired resonance frequencies.
The criterion for MAC is defined as the average margin
of the MAC values for the paired mode shapes.

Updated FEM results for the 2-flap family

The updating analysis case for this 2-flap family had
difficulties in meeting the defined convergence criteria.
The updating was finally run in two steps with different
range limitations to the parameters (more flexible in the
first step and less in the second one).

In addition, depending on the parameter limitations,
results of the model tend to converge to two different
solutions, with a similar level of match. Results of

frequencies and MAC correlation are presented in
Table 4 and Figure 11 for both solutions.

None of the solutions shows enough accuracy for all
the modes:

� The value of 182.37Hz is the only good match in
both solutions (high MAC value and almost no
frequency error);

� Rest of the modes have differences depending on
the solution (in general, significant frequency
differences and MAC values not reaching 0.9 in
several modes).

A particularity of the lowest frequency mode shape
is that the movement is mainly focused on the second
blade (it is the only experimental mode of the family
that shows an almost decoupled mode). The rest of the

Table 4. Frequency differences and MAC results for the
updated FEMs (2-flap family).

Freq. FE [Hz] Freq. EXP [Hz] Diff. (%) MAC

Update
Sol-1

182.37 182.37 0.00 0.967
186.08 185.26 0.44 0.884
186.46 186.24 0.12 0.975
186.64 186.31 0.18 0.921
188.52 189.43 20.48 0.910
188.69 189.22 20.28 0.884

Update
Sol-2

182.40 182.37 0.02 0.966
185.68 185.26 0.22 0.909
186.23 186.24 20.04 0.976
186.73 186.31 0.27 0.900
188.45 189.22 20.41 0.957
189.34 189.43 20.05 0.788

MAC: modal assurance criterion; FEM: finite element model.

Figure 11. Correlation between EMA and updated FEMs (top:
Sol-1; bottom: Sol-2).
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modes show movements in several blades (this different
behaviour can be observed in Figure 12).

Updated FEM results for the 3-flap family

The updating analysis case for the 3-flap family had no
difficulties in meeting the convergence criteria defined.
The updating was run in a few iterations.

No matter which the parameter limitations were, the
results of the model tend to converge to the same solu-
tion, with a high level of match (almost no errors in fre-
quencies and all MAC values above 0.9). Results of
frequencies and MAC correlation are presented in
Table 5 and Figure 13.

The particularity of the lowest frequency mode shape
in the 2-flap family (mode shape with movement mainly
on the one blade) is the behaviour of the six modes of
this 3-flap family (example in Figure 14).

Individual frequencies for mistuning
simulation

In order to apply any of the ROMs available in the lit-
erature,3 the last step is obtaining the individual fre-
quencies of each blade.

The updated model has been restrained by fixed
boundary conditions on every domain that is not part
of the interest sector. With this condition, the modal
analysis gave the frequency results of that individual

Figure 12. Modal shapes of 182.37 Hz (top: almost decoupled)
and 189.22 Hz (bottom: highly coupled).

Table 5. Frequency differences and MAC results for the
updated FEM (3-flap family).

Freq. EXP (Hz) Diff. (%) MAC

471.83 471.99 20.03 0.956
472.36 472.23 0.03 0.977
474.05 474.06 0.00 0.959
478.23 478.22 0.00 0.987
483.69 483.58 0.02 0.934
484.93 485.09 20.03 0.924

MAC: modal assurance criterion; FEM: finite element model.

Figure 13. Correlation between experimental modes and the
updated FEM (3-flap family).

Figure 14. Modal shape of 478.58 Hz (decoupled).
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sector. Repeating this type of analysis for every sector,
the frequencies in Table 6 are obtained.

Conclusion

An experimental test has been performed to obtain the
modal characteristic of a dummy structure, which is
representative of a rotor component of aeronautical
turbomachinery. Experimental readings had been good
enough for the modal identification of two families.
These two families have been clearly identified, obtain-
ing the required modal data for a model updating
analysis.

Model updating analyses have been run with both
frequencies and MAC values as the targets. The results
obtained have different levels of accuracy depending on
the family. This difference in accuracy is related to the
level of coupling among sector movements:

� Updating works for family modes where each
sector movement is nearly decoupled with the
other sectors (high accuracy in frequencies and
high levels of MAC), as in the 3-flap family of
the structure studied in this article;

� Updating does not work properly with family
modes where sector movements are coupled with
other sectors (several optimal cases appeared,
and with less accuracy in frequencies and lower
levels of MAC), as in the 2-flap family of the
structure studied in this article.

Updated models have been used for the calculation
of individual frequencies of every blade, which is the
input required by any of the ROMs for the mistuning
simulation available in the literature.3

As real turbomachinery rotor structures have more
than six sectors, the mode coupling probability in the
families is higher and model updating techniques will
require high-quality experiments for representing them
accurately.
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